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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces EcoDrive, a fuel consumption sens-
ing and control system for modern vehicles, implemented
in an embedded platform, to improve fuel efficiency and re-
duce carbon emissions. EcoDrive senses vehicle dynamics
through the standard vehicle On-board diagnostics (OBD)
port and models various vehicle forces, i.e., propulsion, driv-
etrain loss, wind resistance and grade resistance, as functions
of instant fuel consumption. By sensing vehicular speed and
controlling air/fuel injection rate in real time, EcoDrive can
adjust speed carefully to improve fuel efficiency.

We have collected more than 10,000 miles of driving traces
from 12 different vehicles to build models of vehicle dynam-
ics. Based on the models, a prototype of EcoDrive is imple-
mented in an off-the-shelf embedded platform. The proto-
type is installed on a regular vehicle and evaluated through
test drives of more than 100 miles across both urban and
highway environments. In comparison with human drivers,
EcoDrive achieves an average of 20% higher fuel efficiency
in urban road segments and 30% higher fuel efficiency on
highways.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern vehicles are the ultimate mobile computing plat-

forms. They are often on the move at significant speeds
and are equipped with significant embedded computing sys-
tems that control and manage different functions including
providing various types of assistance to its driving function
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The computational capabilities of automo-
bile systems provide opportunities and challenges to man-
age and control every aspects of a vehicle’s drive. The focus
of this work has been in the design of a system to improve
the fuel efficiency of a vehicle’s drive by sensing, computing,
and actuating the acceleration behavior of the vehicle in an
autonomous manner, by modeling properties of the vehicle,
road conditions, and driving actions. The benefits of such
a system can be profound — Morgan Stanley reported that
there could be $158 billion in annual savings in the US, if all
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Figure 1: EcoDrive Architecture.

cars adopted a smoother driving style [6]. With the global
push for improving fuel efficiency of vehicles to reduce con-
sumptions and carbon emissions, we believe solution such
as ours can be one of many important mechanisms to meet
such a goal.

System and Assumptions. This paper introduces Eco-
Drive, a fuel consumption sensing and control system that
improves fuel efficiency and reduces carbon emissions. Eco-
Drive estimates instant fuel consumptions of different driv-
ing behaviors based on sensed vehicle parameters from the
On-board diagnostics (OBD) port [7, 8]. It can adjust ve-
hicular speed in real time according to individual vehicle
properties and road conditions to achieve higher fuel effi-
ciency measured by Kilometer Per Liter (KPL) 1. EcoDrive
is an independent system that can be installed on or removed
from regular vehicles easily. This system controls the vehi-
cle’s acceleration and speed to provide a fuel efficient drive
on its path. In our work and current implementation, we
design this system assuming there is no other factors that
would contribute to a choice of acceleration and speed, e.g.,
other vehicles, pedestrians, etc. or other obstacles in vicin-
ity. Clearly in a practical system, this knowledge would be
critical in modifying the acceleration behavior. Currently,
we adopt the approach followed by other equivalent systems,
such as cruise control [9], which allows the driver to instantly
disable cruise control by actively pressing the brake pedal.
In an analogous way, in our current implementation, we pro-
vide the driver a switch which can be pressed to instantly

1KPL refers to the distance travelled per unit volume of fuel
consumed. It interchangeable with Mile Per Gallon (MPG),
i.e., 1 KPL = 2.35214583 MPG.



disable EcoDrive, if its acceleration behavior is perceived to
be unsafe for nearby vehicles or obstacles.

EcoDrive Components. EcoDrive delivers its design
via three components including an OBD sensing component,
a vehicle dynamics modeling component and an accelera-
tion controlling component. The architecture is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The sensing component reads real-time OBD
parameters through the OBD port. The modeling compo-
nent models various vehicle forces as functions of instant
fuel consumption and produces a fuel consumption profile,
called Air/Fuel Rate (AFR) profile 2. The controlling com-
ponent utilizes the AFR profile to calculate fuel efficient
driving strategies according to speed limit and road condi-
tions. EcoDrive emulates the gas pedal by sending voltage
values to the connector through an Arduino board. The
vehicular Electronic Control Unit (ECU) controls air/fuel
injection rate according to the voltage inputs.

EcoDrive addresses two main challenges.
a) Model Vehicle Dynamics based on OBD Param-

eters. EcoDrive uses the OBD parameters delivered by the
sensing component to build an AFR profile, which records
instant fuel consumptions of various accelerations under dif-
ferent speeds. To this end, EcoDrive models various vehicle
forces, including propulsion, drivetrain loss, wind resistance
and grade resistance, as functions of instant fuel consump-
tion. First, we model propulsion (or output torque) as a
function of engine torque and gear ratio [10, 11]. We use
AFR to model engine torque, and use the ratio between
RPM and vehicular speed to model gear ratio. Second, we
represent drivetrain loss and wind resistance as a function
of vehicular speed [12]. The coefficients are estimated from
recorded data traces where the car is driving at constant
speeds. The basic idea is that the sum of resistances is equal
to propulsion when the car is driving at a steady-state speed.
Third, we model grade resistance by altitude changes over
road segments. The altitudes of the locations are obtained
from National Elevation Dataset [13]. Based on the three
models, AFR is modeled as a function of speed, acceleration
and road conditions.

b) Control Air/Fuel Rate and Vehicular Speed to
Improve Fuel Efficiency. EcoDrive controls vehicular
speed by emulating gas pedal. It sends the emulated gas
pedal position values to the Arduino board which then con-
verts the position values to corresponding output voltages.
The output voltages are delivered to the ECU through a
6 Pin Connector. The problem is how to adjust vehicular
speeds to travel through a certain distance with the low-
est fuel consumption. We solve this problem by using dy-
namic programming. Each state of the dynamic program-
ming model records the minimum air/fuel cost that allows
the car to achieve the current speed at the current location.
In this model, speed can only increase and the last state of
each speed records the minimum fuel consumption if the car
reaches the pre-assigned distance at that speed. We call the
speed with minimum fuel consumption the target speed. By
backtracking the state matrix from the last state of target
speed, EcoDrive can obtain the desired AFR at each speed.
EcoDrive adjusts air/fuel injection rate based on real-time
sensed vehicular speed. Once the vehicular speed reaches
the target speed, EcoDrive enters a cruising state and com-

2AFR refers to the volume of air/fuel cost per unit time.
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mands a constant air/fuel injection rate until the car reaches
the pre-assigned distance.

EcoDrive Prototype. We build a prototype of Eco-
Drive in an off-the-shelf mobile embedded platform. The
prototype is installed and tested on a 2011 Chevrolet Im-
pala. We test EcoDrive on the Impala for more than 100
miles in both urban and highway environments. We evalu-
ate the fuel consumption of EcoDrive and human drivers on
different road segments. In urban areas, EcoDrive achieves
10%-40% higher fuel efficiency than four recruited human
drivers. On highway, we evaluate EcoDrive on two high-
way segments with different target speeds. In our user tests,
EcoDrive has over 30% improvements compared to different
human drivers. In comparison with cruise control, which is
more fuel efficient than human drivers in the traces we col-
lected, EcoDrive achieves an average of 10% higher fuel ef-
ficiency. We evaluate the performance of EcoDrive on other
vehicles by using trace-driven simulation based on the 10,000
miles data collected from 12 different vehicles. We further
find that instant fuel economy display on regular vehicles
is misleading and cruise control is fuel consuming during
speed changes (either requested by user or affected by road
conditions).

Contributions. EcoDrive is an independent fuel con-
sumption sensing and control system that can improve fuel
efficiency. The system is implemented on an embedded plat-
form that can be easily installed on regular vehicles. We
model various vehicle forces as functions of instant fuel con-
sumption and the models are evaluated by utilizing 10,000
miles of driving traces collected from 12 vehicles. EcoDrive is
installed on a regular vehicle and evaluated by more than 100
miles of driving in both urban and highway environments,
and demonstrated to improve fuel efficiency compared to
cruise control system of the vehicle and to human drivers.

2. PRELIMINARY
To illustrate how vehicle system works and how each com-

ponents are related to different OBD parameters, we present
a high-level vehicle system control flow in Fig. 2. Drivers ac-
celerate vehicle by pressing the gas pedal, and then the gas
pedal position will be sent to the Electronic Control Unit
(ECU). The ECU controls air/fuel injection rate to produce
engine torque to drive the vehicle. Transmission is used in
this process to transit power from engine to wheel and match
engine rotational speed with wheel rotational speed.

2.1 Power Production and Transition
In a car engine, the explosion of compressed fuel and

air produces the power to drive a car. The air is injected
through an intake port and expelled from an exhaust port.
The volume of oxygen in the exhaust air is monitored by
fuel trim sensors. Based on fuel trim sensor readings, the



Electronic Control Unit (ECU) calculate the desired fuel in-
jection rate to maintain the ideal air/fuel ratio 3.

The burning of air and fuel mixture triggers the revolu-
tion of crankshaft, which carries piston power out of the
engine to the transmission. The transmission carries power
to wheels. Transmission is also known as gearbox that uses
gears and gear trains to provide speed and torque conver-
sion. The transmission reduces the higher engine speed to
the slower wheel speed and increases torque in the process of
accelerating the vehicle. The transmission converts engine
revolutions to driveshaft revolutions, and then to axle revo-
lutions. A Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) is a
transmission that can change seamlessly through an infinite
number of effective gear ratios between maximum and mini-
mum values. This contrasts with Step Automatic Transmis-
sions (SAT) that offer a fixed number of gear ratios.

2.2 OBD Parameters

Table 1: Collected OBD Data

Name PID Unit

Fuel Level (FL) 2F %
Mass Air Flow Rate (MAF) 10 g/s
Fuel System Status (FSS) 03 Bitmask
Long Term Fuel Trim (LTFT) 07 %
Short Term Fuel Trim (STFT) 06 %
Vehicular Speed (VS) 0D km/h
Engine RPM (RPM) 0C rpm
Accelerator Position (AP) 5A %

On-board diagnostics (OBD) is an automotive term refer-
ring to a vehicle’s self-diagnostic and reporting capability.
It is the interface between car Controller Area Network (or
CAN bus) and external devices, e.g., a OBD scan tool that
connects the OBD port and a laptop. Car CAN bus allows
vehicular components to communicate with each other. For
example, a position value is sent to the Electronic Control
Unit (ECU) after human driver press the gas pedal, and
the ECU adjusts air/fuel injections according to the posi-
tion value. Therefore, we can read this position message
transmitted over CAN bus from the OBD port.

The data we collected from the OBD port are summa-
rized in Table 1. Fuel Level (FL) of the vehicle is usually
measured by a float sensor, which is usually visualized on
the fuel gauge in the car [14]. The FL is calculated accord-
ing to the height of the float. The Fuel System Status
(FSS) is used to indicate current engine mode, open loop
mode or closed loop mode. In open loop mode, the engine
calculate the fuel injection based on the pre-calculated ta-
ble and there is no feedback to the engine to adjust the fuel
injection rate. The engine runs in open loop mode during
short warm up time and runs in closed loop mode at most
of the time. In closed loop mode, the engine adjusts fuel
injection rate based on fuel trims and air flow rate. Mass
Air Flow Rate (MAF) is used to measure the air intake rate
of the engine, and therefore an effective indicator of instant
fuel consumption [15, 16, 17]. Both Long Term Fuel Trim
(LTFT) and Short Term Fuel Trim (STFT) are used to ad-

3Air/fuel ratio is a constant value around 14.67, while
air/fuel rate is the volume of air/fuel injected per unit time.

Table 2: Vehicles (distance in miles)

No. Car Model Urban Highway

1 Chevrolet Impala 2011 1051 852
2 Nissan Rogue 2011 1198 1063
3 Subaru Forester 2011 651 757
4 Buick LaCrosse 2006 599 649
5 Volkswagen Tiguan 2014 600 347
6 Honda Accord 2013 173 840
7 Toyota Camry 2011 35 338
8 Volkswagen Touareg 2014 21 156
9 Nissan Altima 2014 193 271
10 Nissan Rogue 2011 105 0
11 Subaru Legacy 2015 119 30
12 Mazda CX5 2014 202 89

Figure 3: Urban driving data (left) is collected from
a US mid-size city. Highway driving data (right) is
collected from both local highways and cross-state
highways.

just the air/fuel rate injected into engine. LTFT changes
less frequent than STFT. In this paper, we use AFR as a
metric of instant fuel consumption and/or carbon emission.

AFR = Cf ∗MAF ∗ (1 + LTFT ) ∗ (1 + STFT ). (1)

where Cf is a constant value for unit conversion, e.g., from
air flow rate to fuel rate or to carbon emission rate.

Vehicular Speed is measured by the perimeter of the wheel
and number of rotations. Accelerator Position is measured
by the angle of the gas pedal. It controls the air/fuel rate
injected into the Engine. Engine RPM is measured by the
rotation speed of the engine motor.

2.3 Dataset
We use a customized Android application to collect OBD

and GPS data from different car makes and models. The
dataset is summarized in table 2. The transmission of car
2,6,9,10 and 11 is CVT and the rest is SAT. The driving data
of car 1-6 is collected over a course of three months, and the
rest is collected from random events, e.g., three cross-state
highway trips are collected by car 7, 8 and 9, respectively.
Here we separate urban driving and highway driving, as ur-
ban driving patterns are dominated by frequent accelera-
tions and decelerations while highway driving patterns are
dominated by constant speed cruising. The dataset covers
car makes from three different countries, urban data over
5,000 miles, highway data across 5 US states and over 5,000
miles, two common types of transmissions. We use the first



car to install a prototype of EcoDrive and tested it in both
urban and highway environments.

2.4 EcoDrive Architecture
EcoDrive reads real-time OBD parameters through OBD

port and controls air/fuel injection rate by emulating the gas
pedal. We illustrate the architecture of EcoDrive in Fig. 1.
The sensed parameters from OBD port are passed to mod-
eling component to train the models. The modeling compo-
nent builds an AFR profile to record the instant fuel con-
sumptions of various accelerations at different speeds. Based
on pre-calculated driving strategy and real-time sensed ve-
hicular speed, the controlling component controls air/fuel
injection rate to adjust vehicular speed by sending the gas
pedal position values to the ECU. To emulate the gas pedal,
we utilize the drive-by-wire technology, where the gas pedal
and throttle are connected by electronic messaging instead
of mechanical linkage. It enables the position of gas pedal
can be sent as a message to control throttle position. The
throttle controls the volume of air flow injected into the en-
gine.

2.5 Applications
EcoDrive is used as an independent system that can be

installed on regular vehicles. It can be used as a control
system in a way similar to cruise control [9, 18, 19]. In this
application, it is used as a EcoDrive mode that a human
driver can switch it on or off. Drivers are required to press
the brake pedal to turn this mode off to keep safe distance
to front car or traffic lights/signs accordingly. This mode
can be integrated with intelligent front object or traffic light
detection systems [18, 19] to further enhance driving experi-
ence. EcoDrive requires two inputs, the speed limit and road
length. The speed limit can be specified by human driver
or obtained from online database [20]. The road length can
be calculated by a navigation software. How to obtain these
information is beyond the scope of this paper.

It can also be used as a subsystem of autonomous driv-
ing systems [1, 4, 5, 21]. We envision a highly autonomous
and intelligent system that all the route information are pre-
calculated, e.g., speed limit, traffic conditions and distances
of each road segment etc. EcoDrive can be used as a subsys-
tem to predict fuel consumption of possible routes [22] and
calculate the optimal driving strategy.

3. VEHICLE DYNAMICS AND FUEL CON-
SUMPTION

EcoDrive models various forces as functions of instant fuel
consumption and produces fuel consumption profile as out-
put. Different from Existing vehicle dynamics models [23],
we only use parameters available from OBD instead of as-
suming the engine parameters are known in advance. We
consider several factors that affect car fuel consumption, e.g.,
engine torque, drivetrain loss, wind resistance and grade re-
sistance. The vehicle force can be modeled as follows.

F = Fp − Fl − Fg − Fw. (2)

where Fp refers to the propulsion caused by car engine,
Fl refers to the drivetrain loss caused by transmission and
various gears connecting engine and wheels, Fw refers to the
wind resistance, Fg refers to the grade resistance. Since we

are only interested in fuel consumption on acceleration and
cruise, we exclude the forces caused by brake.

We model the forces in the following steps. First, we use
RPM and vehicular speed to model gear ratio and use AFR
to model engine torque. Second, the drivetrain loss and wind
resistance is modeled as the counterforce of propulsion when
the car is driven in constant speeds. Finally, we use driving
data extracted from flat road to train the parameters of our
propulsion and loss models, and then use the propulsion
model to model grade resistance.

3.1 Propulsion Modeling
The propulsion (or output torque) of vehicle is closely re-

lated to transmission gear ratios and engine torque [10, 11].
The propulsion produced by vehicle engine can be repre-
sented by

Fp = ap ∗ τe ∗RG. (3)

where τe refers to the engine torque, RG refers to trans-
mission gear ratio and ap is the coefficient used for unit
conversion.

3.1.1 Gear Ratio Modeling
Modern vehicles are usually using automatic transmis-

sion and freeing the driver from shifting gears manually.
There are mainly two types of transmissions, Step Auto-
matic Transmission (SAT) and Continuously Variable Trans-
mission (CVT). SAT uses discrete transmission gear ratios
while CVT has an infinite number of effective transmission
gear ratios. Since different transmission types show different
properties of gear ratio changes over different speeds, we use
gear ratio changes to identify different vehicle transmission
types. We estimate gear ratios by using RPM and speeds
when the car is driving in constant speeds.

In a SAT vehicle, RG are discrete values.

RG = Ri =
RPM

v
i = 1, ..., n (4)

where v represents the vehicular speed and n is the num-
ber of gears of a transmission, e.g., n = 4 for a 4-speed
transmission.

In a CVT vehicle, RG changes continuously over time and
always approach the optimal RPM .

RG =

{
RPMa

v
if v < vT ,

Rb if v ≥ vT .
(5)

where RPMa is the optimal RPM of a given engine, and
vT is the speed threshold. If the vehicular speed is lower than
vT , the engine RPM converges to a constant value RPMa

under different speeds. If the vehicular speed is higher than
or equal to vT , the gear ratio is a constant value Rb.

3.1.2 Engine Torque Modeling
Engine torque is produced by the explosion of air and fuel,

therefore, we can use AFR to model engine torque.

τe = AFRf(v). (6)

where f(v) is a parameter function that is monotonically
increasing with vehicular speed. Based on our empirical
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Figure 4: Vehicle Dynamics Modeling. The figures are about drivetrain loss and wind resistance under each
speed (left), relation between acceleration and propulsion (minus wind resistance and drivetrain loss) under
each speed (middle), modeled grade resistance with groundtruth (right).

observation, it starts from 0.3 at speed 0 and converges to 1
when the speed is larger than 20km/h.

Therefore, the propulsion of a car on the wheel can be
written as

Fp = ap ∗ τe ∗RG = ap
AFRf(v) ∗RPM

v
. (7)

3.2 Drivetrain Loss and Wind Resistance Mod-
eling

Instead of modeling each loss individually, we model all
the power losses as a whole. There are mainly two power
losses in automotive systems, drivetrain loss and wind re-
sistance. Drivetrain loss consists of transmission loss and
other mechanical system losses. Transmission connects car
engine and wheels by various gears and power loss occurs
when transmit the power from engine to wheels. We model
drivetrain loss in the following form.

Fl =
al
v

+ bl ∗ v + cl. (8)

where v is the vehicular speed and the rest are coefficients.
The drivetrain loss drops to minimum when the car is driv-
ing in moderate speed.

The force from the air drag [12] can be represented by
following equation,

Fw = 0.5 ∗ ρa ∗ cd ∗Aa ∗ v2 = aw ∗ v2. (9)

where ρa is the air mass density, cd is the air drag co-
efficient and Aa is the effective area of the vehicle. Since
the effective area of vehicle is different from vehicle to ve-
hicle, we model air drag as a function of vehicle speed with
unknown coefficient aw.

After we put drivetrain loss and wind resistance together,
the modeled loss and actual loss are shown in the Fig. 4.
In low speed, the main loss comes from drivetrain loss due
to mechanical frictions. In high speed, the main loss comes
from wind resistance due to air compression. After we have
drivetrain loss and wind resistance, we use propulsion minus
the loss (Fp − Fl − Fw) to model the relation between ac-
celeration and propulsion, as shown in the middle of Fig. 4.
For accelerations, we use extra MAF instead of raw MAF
readings from the OBD port. Raw MAF minus the MAF
required to maintain a certain speed is the extra MAF for
this speed.

3.3 Grade Resistance Modeling
Different road types, i.e., flat road, uphill and downhill,

have significant different impacts on vehicle movements and

fuel consumptions. Similar to [12], the grade resistance can
be modeled as a combination of forces caused by grade and
rolling resistance.

Fr = mgcr cos θ. (10)

where cr is the grade resistance coefficient, m is the vehicle
mass, g is the gravity of earth , θ is the road grade and v is
vehicular speed. The road elevation information is obtained
from National Elevation Dataset [13].

3.4 AFR Profile
Vehicle needs different air/fuel injection rate to achieve

different accelerations under different speeds. Based on the
vehicle dynamics models we built in previous sections, we
can build a fuel consumption profile. In this profile, we
can lookup the AFR required to accelerate a vehicle with
an arbitrary acceleration under any speed. Let AFR(v, a)
denotes the air/fuel rate is required to accelerate the vehicle
at acceleration a when the vehicle is driving at speed v. The
profile can be represented as the following equation.

AFR(v, a) = e
log(a/RG)

f(v) +AFRc(v) (11)
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Figure 5: AFR profile.

An illustration of AFR profile of car 1 is shown in the right
subfigure of Fig. 5. The profile provides the AFR required
to accelerate the car at a certain acceleration under a cer-
tain speed. We can infer a lookup table for each AFR(v, a)
based on the profile. The left subfigure in Fig. 5 illustrates
different vehicles have different speed-KPL matching, which
indicates AFR profile needs to be built based on individual
vehicles.

4. ACCELERATION CONTROL
EcoDrive controls air/fuel injection rate to control vehicu-

lar speed by emulating gas pedal. EocDrive calculates accel-
erations of each speed and leaves brake decision to drivers or
other systems. It needs two inputs, road speed limit and seg-
ment length. The speed limit can be set by human drivers or



queried from online database [20]. The road segment length
can be estimated by human drivers or by a third-party nav-
igation software. Road segment length is not necessary for
long distance roads, as the driving strategy will be the same
if the distance is longer than a threshold. For example, if the
speed limit is 25mph, the fuel efficient acceleration strategies
for 300m and 500m are the same. In this paper, we assume
both speed limit and road segment length are known. The
output of EcoDrive is a matrix and each element in the ma-
trix is the minimum fuel consumption when the car arrives
at a certain distance with a certain speed. By traversing
all the possibilities, EcoDrive is able to find all reasonable
driving strategies with different fuel consumption and travel
time.

4.1 Problem Statement
Driving pattern can be abstracted as accelerate-cruise-

brake. EcoDrive focuses on the accelerate-cruise part and
leaves brake decision to human drivers. For example, in a
300m road segment with speed limit 25mph (or 40km/h),
the EcoDrive accelerates and cruises to 200m and the driver
uses the rest 100m to stop the car as there is a stop sign
at the end of the road. Similar to cruise control, we as-
sume there is enough distance to front obstacles for drivers
to brake.

EcoDrive needs two key inputs: 1) The length of the road
segment, i.e., from current location to the point driver will
make a brake, 2) The lower and upper speed limits of the
road segment. Such inputs can be given by user or extracted
from online databases and navigation softwares. We focus
on how to utilize such inputs to calculate fuel efficient strate-
gies. Therefore, the problem that EcoDrive is going to ad-
dress can be stated as follows: Given a road segment length
with lower and upper speed limits, how to control air/fuel
injection rate in real time to achieve the most fuel efficient
driving strategy.

4.2 Driving Strategy by Dynamic Programming
We use dynamic programming to traverse all the possi-

bilities to find all reasonable driving strategies. This is in-
spired by the fact that the fuel efficiency and travel time
are related to the speed and distance. We divided the road
segment into smaller equal length road segments. We use
vi and dk to represent the ith speed and the length of kth
segment, respectively. We use s(i, k) to represent the state
when the car is driving at speed vi at the start location of
road segment dk. For any state s(i, k), there are two sets of
possible transitions. First, it transits from s(i, k− 1), which
means that the car is driving in constant speed vi in last
road segment. Second, it transits from s(i − 1, k − 1 −m),
which means the car is accelerating from speed vi−1 to vi
under acceleration aj . The lower speed bound is used to
eliminate some unreasonable cruising speed, e.g. it is obvi-
ously not fuel efficient and reasonable if the car is cruising
at 1 km/h.

In the first case, the accumulated fuel consumption is the
sum of the fuel consumption used to reach state s(i, k − 1)
and the cruising fuel consumption from dk−1 to dk.

FCc(i, k) = FC(i, k − 1) +AFR(vi, 0.0) ∗ ti. (12)

where ti means the time cost when the car is driving

through road segment dk−1 and ti =
dk−1

vi−vi−1
.

In the second case, the accumulated fuel consumption is
the sum of the fuel consumption used to reach state s(i −
1, k − 1−m), the cruising fuel consumption FCc in part of
road segment k− 1−m, and the acceleration fuel consump-
tion FCj . The car may start to accelerate at any location
in road segment k − 1 −m. The road segment is split into
two parts, the car cruises to a point within the road segment
k − 1 −m and then starts to accelerate at acceleration aj .
Therefore, the fuel consumption of this case can be repre-
sented as follows.

FCa(i, k) = FC(i, k − 1−m) + FCc + FCj . (13)

where FCc = AFR(vi, 0.0) ∗ tc and tc is the cruising time
cost within road segment k−1−m. To calculate tc, we need
to calculate the distance used to accelerate from vi−1 to vi.
Before that, we present the acceleration fuel consumption
cost as

FCj = AFR(vi−1, aj) ∗ ta. (14)

The acceleration time is ta =
vi−vi−1

aj
and the acceleration

distance is da = vi−1 ∗ta +0.5∗aj ∗t2a. The cruising distance

is simply dc =
∑k−1

x=k−m−1 dx − da and the cruising time is

tc = dc
vi−1

.

Therefore, the fuel consumption at the start of state s(i, k)
is

FC(i, k) = min{FCc(i, k),min{FCa(i, k)}}. (15)

After we traverse all the states, the last state of each speed
is the minimum fuel consumption when the car is finally
cruising in that speed. The most economy driving strat-
egy can be traced back from the state with minimum fuel
consumption. Different travel time is used when the car is
cruising in different speeds. By using this property, we can
find a tradeoff between travel time and fuel consumption.

Assume that we split the road segment into n smaller
equal length road segments , there are m different speeds
and l different accelerations, the time complexity of the dy-
namic programming algorithm is O(n ∗m ∗ l) and the space
complexity is O(n ∗m). In practice, the most road segment
length in urban area is less than 1km and we set each smaller
road segment to be 1m. The unit of the speed sensed from
the OBD port is km/h and the speeds are integers, so we
have 0− 60 different speeds in urban area. The acceleration
is normally from 0.1m/s2 to 1.4m/s2. Therefore, the time
complexity of the algorithm grows linearly with the total
road length.

Different road conditions affect air/fuel rate as the car
needs lower (or higher) air/fuel injection rate to achieve the
same acceleration in downhill (or uphill) conditions. The
air/fuel rate for a specific road segment dk becomesAFR(vi, aj−
ak), where ak refers to the acceleration/deceleration caused
by the kth road segment. The driving strategy can be calcu-
lated based on the dynamic programming solution as well.

4.3 Fuel Economy and Travel Time
In general, fuel efficient driving strategies require longer

travel time in urban environments. Therefore, there is a
trade-off between fuel efficiency and travel time. EcoDrive
provides different travel time by selecting different target
speed. The higher the target speed, the less the travel time.
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Figure 6: EcoDrive control flow.

The user can select the most fuel efficient driving strategy
with fixed target speed, or select desired travel time with cor-
responding target speed. The selection of target speed also
depends on the speed limit, i.e., the target speed should not
be higher than the speed limit. The most fuel efficient cruis-
ing speed ranges from 30mph to 60mph for different types
of vehicles. In urban environments, the most fuel efficient
target speed is around the speed limit. However, in short
road segments, it is generally more fuel efficient to select a
target speed that is lower than speed limit due to extra cost
on acceleration.

4.4 Highway Strategy
The most fuel efficient highway speeds range from 40km/h

to 80km/h for the vehicles we observed. Given the high-
way speed limit ranging from 80km/h to 110km/h in US,
drivers can find a trade-off between fuel efficiency and travel
time by selecting different cruising speeds. Generally speak-
ing, constant speed cruising generally has higher KPL than
frequent accelerations and decelerations. Therefore, tradi-
tional cruise control is considered a good option for eco-
nomic driving. However, traditional cruise control sticks
to one target speed. If the driver manually increases target
speed, the car will aggressively approach to the target speed,
which will bring extra fuel consumptions. Similarly, when
the car is cruising uphill, the road will slow down the car and
cruise control will aggressively approach the target speed. In
downhill condition, cruise control will reduce air/fuel injec-
tion to maintain the target speed. EcoDrive increases speed
gradually and utilizes the acceleration caused by downhill
to achieve higher KPL.

4.5 Acceleration Controller
We summarize the control flow of EcoDrive in Fig. 6. The

AFR profile is calculated offline by the modeling component.
Given the travel distance D and speed limit V , EcoDrive
uses dynamic programming model to calculate the speed to
acceleration mapping of the most economic driving strategy.
This process is done by backtracking the last state of tar-
get speed µ. The speed to acceleration mapping records the
desired acceleration under that speed. This mapping is con-
verted into speed to air/fuel injection rate mapping AFR(v)
by querying the AFR profile. The acceleration controller
retrieves the air/fuel injection rate based on the mapping
and real-time sensed vehicular speed. A air/fuel rate to gas

6P MALE and FEM 

Connectors

OBD Device GPS

APU Platform

Switch

Arduino Board

USB Hub

Figure 7: EcoDrive in-vehicle setup.

pedal position mapping and a gas pedal position to voltage
mapping are calculated in advance. The controller gets the
speed to gas pedal position mapping POS(v). Based on the
air/fuel injection rate, EcoDrive sends corresponding volt-
age values to the ECU. In this process, EcoDrive maintains
three states, acceleration, cruising and exit. EcoDrive is in
acceleration state by default and enters cruising state when
sensed OBD speed is not less than target speed. After it
enters cruising state, it remains constant air/fuel rate injec-
tion. Different from traditional cruising control, EcoDrive
may increase/decrease speed in cruising state by adapting
to various road conditions. If the car reaches the distance
or EcoDrive is turned off by switch of brake, it enters exit
state. EcoDrive releases all the resources in exit state and
aborts to wait for next inputs.

5. IN-VEHICLE SETUP AND IMPLEMEN-
TATION

We explain the in-vehicle setup and implementation of
EcoDrive.

5.1 In-vehicle Setup
The in-vehicle setup of EcoDrive is shown in Fig. 7.

EcoDrive uses Arduino Uno microcontroller to emulate gas
pedal by delivering signals to the ECU through a 6P FEM
Connector. The microcontroller outputs a 16-bit resolu-
tion digital pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal which is
smoothed out by an RC filter. A 6P MALE Connector is
used to read signal outputs from the original gas pedal. A
wiring harness and switch button are built that allows the
user to switch the signal read by the ECU between the gas
pedal and the microcontroller. Therefore, the setup sup-
ports two mode, human driving mode and EcoDrive mode.
In human driving mode, the gas pedal and air/fuel injection
rate is controlled by human driver. In EcoDrive mode, the
gas pedal is unusable and air/fuel injection rate is controlled
by the system. In EcoDrive mode, The APU platform [24]
sends pedal positions to the microcontroller through serial
communication and the microcontroller converts the pedal
position values into analog voltages outputs. To do this,
we construct a mapping between sensor analog voltage out-
puts and pedal positions. By using the mapping between gas
pedal position and air/fuel rate built from driving traces, we
can send position values from laptop to the car to control
air/fuel injection rate.



5.2 Implementation
We implement EcoDrive data sensing module and air/fuel

injection control module in C++. We operate EcoDrive on
the Ubuntu 14.04 32bit distribution (with linux kernel ver-
sion 3.13.0-34-generic), that runs on PC Engines APU plat-
form [24]. APU platform is a mobile embedded platform
that is equipped with 1GHz dual core CPU and 4G DDR3
DRAM. EcoDrive uses two threads to query and read OBD
messages, respectively. One thread sends OBD query mes-
sage to the OBD port in every 250ms. Higher frequency
OBD query will cause CAN read error. Another thread lis-
tens on the OBD port for echo messages and sends voltage
control commands to Arduino board. The Arduino board
initiates a loop to listen on the USB serial and sets the volt-
age output of two pins based on received command. The
two pins represent the voltage output pins of gas pedal’s
two position sensors.

6. EVALUATION
Our evaluation consists of four parts, EcoDrive road test-

ing results in both urban and highway environments, vehi-
cle dynamics modeling accuracy, driving data statistics and
trace-driven simulation.

6.1 Fuel Efficiency Test Results

6.1.1 Urban
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Figure 8: Driving behaviors of EcoDrive and Human
Drivers on a 300m length road segment.

In this experiment, we compare EcoDrive with human
drivers in urban road segments. EcoDrive uses drive-by-wire
technology to control air/fuel injection rate. It accelerates
the vehicle by sending gas pedal position values to ECU.
EcoDrive provides driver a switch button which can disable
EcoDrive immediately. In our evaluation, we did not expe-
rience any bugs or out of control situations, but we made
our risk management as follows. First, we control the in-
put parameters. i.e., the gas pedal position value, on both
the controller and the Arduino board. Second, we can shift
the transmission to neutral or park to disconnect the engine
and wheel if the engine is out of control due to unexpected
gas pedal position input. Third, the brake dominates the
gas pedal and we can brake even when the engine is out of
control.

Test Drive Example. A EcoDrive prototype test drive
and human drive tests are conducted in a 300m length road
segment with speed limit of 25mph (or 40km/h). The ve-
hicular speed traces are shown in Fig. 8. The ideal curve
is plotted from the traces obtained from dynamic program-
ming model. In our prototype, the air/fuel injection rate is
controlled based on sensed speed. The speed may change at
any point during the query interval, so that it is challenge
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Figure 9: Fuel efficiency comparison between Eco-
Drive and human drivers on urban road segments.

to control the air/fuel injection rate precisely at each speed.
The differences between estimated speed traces and actual
speed traces are mainly caused by the impreciseness of speed
sensing and road conditions. Some other factors affect the
preciseness of vehicular speed control include wind speed
and passenger weights etc. Two human drivers are asked
to drive on the same road segment. It is shown that the
driver 1 is more aggressive by fast accelerations and driver
2 is more conservative by slow accelerations. The driving
trace of EcoDrive prototype falls in between. In this com-
parison, the prototype shows 23% and 19% fuel efficiency
improvements than driver 1 and 2, respectively. Driver can
reach a fuel efficient speed faster by fast acceleration, but it
takes more fuel during the acceleration process. If a driver
uses lower accelerations to reduce fuel consumption during
acceleration process, overall fuel efficiency will not be in-
creased due to driving in low (less fuel efficient) speeds and
longer travel time. EcoDrive chooses the best strategy for
economic driving.

Urban Road Segments. We select six different road
segments and let EcoDrive drive the car 10 times on each
road segment. We recruited four drivers to drive on the
same road segments 10 times as well. The speed limit of the
500m and 1000m road segments is 30mph (or 50km/h) and
the that of the 150m and 250m road segments is 25mph (or
40km/h). There is no speed limit for the 50m and 120m
road segments. The length is the driving length of EcoDrive
and the overall road segment length is longer so that drivers
have enough time to stop the car. The results are shown
in Fig. 9. The ideal fuel consumption is the theoretical fuel
consumption that is calculated based on AFR profile and dy-
namic programming model. The actual fuel consumption of
EcoDrive on certain road segment length is very stable. Eco-
Drive shows 10%-40% fuel efficiency improvement compared
to different drivers with different road segment lengths. The
fuel efficiency improvement comes from the smooth driving
behaviors of EcoDrive. EcoDrive has an average of 20%
more travel time than human drivers. EcoDrive can have
5%-10% improvements than human drivers if not sacrificing
travel time. The plots of tradeoff between fuel consumption
and travel time are omitted due to the space limit.

6.1.2 Highway
In this experiment, we compare EcoDrive with cruise con-

trol and human drivers on highway.
Compare to Cruise Control. Fig. 10 plots the dif-

ferent acceleration patterns between cruise control and Eco-
Drive. Cruise control is a vehicle built-in feature that can
keep car driving at a certain speed while human drivers can
manually increase or decrease the cruising speed. The cruise
control pattern is extracted when the gas pedal position is
0 but the air/fuel injection rate is higher than the idle state
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Figure 10: Acceleration comparison between Cruise
Control and EcoDrive.

rate. As shown in the figure, cruise control consumes more
fuels than EcoDrive due to the aggressive acceleration strat-
egy. The travel distance is similar for both cases, so Eco-
Drive is more fuel efficient than cruise control. Similarly,
driving uphill by using cruise control will consume more
fuels as well. When the car is driving uphill, the vehicu-
lar speed drops due to grade resistance, so cruise control
will aggressively accelerate to the setting speed. In downhill
conditions, cruise control will reduce air/fuel injection rate,
while accelerating by maintaining the same air/fuel injection
rate has higher fuel efficiency.
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Figure 11: Highway experiments.

Compare to Human Drivers. We evaluate EcoDrive
by driving on two highway segments, one is a local highway
segment and another is a cross state highway segment. The
highway segments are selected based on historical driving
traces of car 1. EcoDrive is evaluated by two-way driving in
each highway segment, e.g., if EcoDrive enters highway at A
and exits at B in one experiment and it will enter at B and
exits at A in next experiment. The two-way road testing
is used to evaluate EcoDrive in both uphill and downhill
conditions. EcoDrive is evaluated between exit 256 and 262
on Madison’s West Betline Highway, and between exit 132
and 136 on US 14 Highway.

The cruise control and human driving traces are extracted
from historical driving traces collected on the same highway
segments. In each driving trace, the car is traveling at a
constant speed(it may have some small speed variations).
And we calculate the average speed of each trace as the
vehicle speed. The results are shown in Fig. 11, where
each point represents the KPL of a 2km− 3km length road
segment. To eliminate the impact of traffic, the traces that
have speed decrease due to brake are not included. In this
experiment, EcoDrive shows more than 10% fuel efficiency
than cruise control and more than 30% fuel efficiency than
human drivers on average.

6.1.3 Travel Time and Fuel Efficiency
In this experiment, we evaluate the tradeoff between travel

time and fuel consumption.
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consumption on a 250m road segment.
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Figure 13: Tradeoff between travel time and fuel
consumption on highway.

Urban. The tradefoff between travel time and fuel con-
sumption of EcoDrive on 250m road segment is shown in
Fig. 12. For EcoDrive, the optimal KPL is around 7 and
the travel time is around 28 seconds. On the other hand, the
average KPL for human drivers is around 5.5 and the aver-
age travel time is around 25 seconds. EcoDrive can achieve
a 20% fuel efficiency improvement on average by sacrificing
travel time by around 10%. EcoDrive can also improve fuel
efficiency under same travel time in most cases.

Highway. Fig. 13 shows the tradeoff between travel
time and fuel efficiency on highway. Each highway segment
length is around 2km − 3km. EcoDrive can improve fuel
efficiency by more than 30% on average without sacrificing
travel time. The gain comes from smooth acceleration and
road adaptation. More fuel efficiency can be achieved by
cruising at the peak KPL speed, which is around 90km/h in
this evaluation.

6.2 Modeling Accuracy
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Figure 14: The cumulative distribution function of
vehicle dynamics modeling errors.



In this experiment, we evaluate the modeling accuracy of
vehicle dynamics models. Different vehicle forces, propul-
sion, resistance and grade resistance, are evaluated sepa-
rately. The AFR profile calculation accuracy is evaluated as
well. We divide the data into two sets, one set is the training
set used to build the model and another set is the testing
set for evaluating the model. For each model, we repeat this
process and plot the modeling accuracy of various vehicle
dynamics models in Fig. 14. From top-left to bottom-right,
they are propulsion model evaluation, drivetrain loss and
wind resistance model evaluation, grade resistance model
evaluation, and AFR profile evaluation.

We use green curves to represent the cars have more
than one thousand miles driving traces (Car 1-6) and use
red curves to represent the rest (Car 7-12). The green
curves show that the fitting errors of more than 95% cases
are within ±10%. The red curves show less fitting accuracy
due to less miles.

6.3 Driving Data Statistics

6.3.1 Urban Road Segment Length
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Figure 15: Road segment length in urban area.

We summarize the length of road segments in Fig. 15. A
road segment is defined as the distance between two stand/stop
locations. A stand/stop location is defined as following: 1)
The speed of the car is zero; 2) The car is making a turn.
The speed of the car can be easily sensed from the OBD
port. We identify turns from GPS data. The driving direc-
tion of car can be calculated from two adjacent GPS points.
If the accumulated driving direction change are close to 90
degree, then we mark this is a stand/stop location. This
rough road segment length statistics give us a guideline for
experiments. As shown in the figure, the most of road seg-
ments are within 1000m. This indicates that the driving
pattern in urban area is primarily accelerate-brake.

6.3.2 Urban Acceleration
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Figure 16: The urban acceleration patterns of dif-
ferent drivers.

Fig. 16 explains the acceleration patterns of car 1 and the
ideal acceleration pattern calculated by EcoDrive with equal
road length. As shown in the figure, drivers are not aware
of the most efficient accelerations of different speeds and not
able to drive at a certain speed. They drive either lower than
desired accelerations, which will increase fuel consumption
due to longer travel time in low KPL speeds, or higher than
desired accelerations, which will increase fuel consumption
due to extra fuel consumption to achieve the target speed.

6.3.3 Highway Driving Speed
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Figure 17: The highway driving speed distributions
of car 1-6.

The speed limits of rural highway is 65mph (104.6km/h)
to 70mph (112.6km/h), and the speed limit of urban high-
way is 55mph (88.5km/h). We summarize the highway driv-
ing speeds of car 1-6 and illustrate the distribution and best
KPL speed in Fig. 17. We observe that most drivers drive
above the speed limits with noticeable mileages and much
higher than the best KPL speed. This is partially because
the drivers are not aware of the much higher fuel consump-
tion in high speeds. Also, slowing down when following a
slow car will increase fuel consumption due to power loss
when braking. Frequent accelerations and decelerations in-
crease fuel consumption as well.

6.4 Trace-driven Simulation
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Figure 18: Fuel efficiency improvements by trace-
driven simulation.

In this experiment, we evaluate EcoDrive by trace-driven
simulations.

Urban. We divide urban trips into variable-length road
segments where the vehicular speed is 0 at the start and end
of each segment. Each segment is divided into four parts,
accelerating part, cruising part, braking part and idle part.
Accelerating part ended when the speed does not increase in



5 seconds. Braking part started when the driver release gas
pedal at the end of each segment. Cruising part falls between
accelerating part and braking part. Idle part follows braking
part after the vehicular speed reach 0. The speed limit is
calculated based on the average speed of cruising part. We
calculate the fuel cost of EcoDrive by replaying acceleration
and cruising parts. We use the same braking and idle cost
extracted from original traces. We sum up the two costs to
calculate the final fuel consumption of EcoDrive. As shown
in Fig. 18, EcoDrive can improve a median of 20% fuel
efficiency in urban environment. The travel time is reduced
by 10%-30% in 20% cases and is increased by less than 25%
in 60% cases. The plots of travel time are omitted due to
the space limit.

Highway. We divide highway trips into road segments
based on deceleration. If the deceleration is larger than a
threshold, we separate current segment into one highway
segment. The average speed of highway segment is used as
target speed for EcoDrive. We replay each highway segment
by EcoDrive with three different target speeds, the same
target speed, 90% of target speed and 80% of target speed.
As shown in Fig. 18, EcoDrive can improve fuel efficiency
by more than 20% on average without sacrificing travel time
and can improve an average of 40% fuel efficiency by sacri-
ficing 10% travel time on highway.

7. RELATED WORK

7.1 Cruise Control
Cruise control [9] is a system that automatically controls

the vehicle to drive in a certain speed. [18] introduces Adap-
tive Cruise Control (ACC) that adjusts vehicle speed based
on distance to cars ahead by using radar. [25] studies the
effects of time-gap settings of adaptive cruise control on driv-
ing performance in a bus driving simulator. [26] studies a
distributed car control system that every car is controlled by
adaptive cruise control. [19] develops an intelligent cruise
control system for automatic vehicles and verify the effec-
tiveness of the system under emergency situations by simu-
lation. EcoDrive is more fuel efficient than adaptive cruise
control in two ways. First, EcoDrive is able to improve fuel
efficiency by adjusting speed according to road conditions
and vehicle types. Second, EcoDrive tracks the fuel effi-
ciency under different cruising speeds and provides a tradeoff
between fuel efficiency and travel time.

7.2 Fuel Efficiency Enhancement
Increasing vehicular fuel efficiency has been a topic of

much recent research [22, 17, 27, 28]. GreenGPS [22] re-
quires a fuel map server to record the statistical route fuel
usage and calculate the most fuel efficient route for drivers.
SignalGuru [17] requires vehicles sharing traffic light infor-
mation so that drivers can adjust the speed of the vehicle to
avoid stops in front of traffic lights. [27] uses an on-board
eco-driving device that provides instantaneous fuel econ-
omy feedback affects driving behaviors, and consequently
fuel economy. [28] evaluates the impacts of a smartphone
application on driving behaviors to enhance fuel efficiency.
Different from existing approaches that are focusing on ad-
vising human drivers to adjust driving behaviors, EcoDrive
is designed to assist human drivers. Both [29] and [30] show
that some reduction of fuel consumption can be achieved by
vehicle-to-vehicle communication.

7.3 Vehicle Dynamics Sensing
Smartphones equipped with various sensors are widely

used to sense vehicle dynamics to understand driving behav-
iors and road conditions. [31] detects aggressive driving be-
haviors based on accelerometer sensor readings from smart-
phone. [32] determines driver phone use by comparing the
centrifugal force of smartphone with that of a fixed reference
sensor during turns. [33] monitors road surface conditions
by using accelerometers. [34] detects various road and traf-
fic conditions, e.g., potholes, bumps, braking, and honking,
by using various sensors in smartphones. [35] senses speeds
from the OBD port to identify aggressive driving behav-
iors and offer discounts for drivers with good driving habits.
However, none of these work models vehicle dynamics as
functions of instant fuel consumption.

7.4 Vehicle Force Modeling
[12] models rolling resistance and air drag based on some

measurements on the vehicle, e.g., effective areas to model
air drag. [36] models vehicle transmission system based on
gear sizes. [37] models tire friction based on tire parameters,
e.g., radius. [38] presents an electronic system attached on
wheel to measure and monitor of the torque transmitted to
the wheel of a moving vehicle. [10] models engine torque and
horsepower by RPM when the engine is not connected with
transmission. Our model uses the parameters available on
car CAN bus to find the relations between fuel consumption
and vehicle speed changes. Different from existing work, our
model does not rely on the detail physics properties of the
car, e.g., tire radius and transmission gear size etc.

7.5 Autonomous Driving
There have been major advances in designing and building

autonomous vehicle operating systems to realize safer and
more convenient vehicles [1, 4, 5, 21]. These work focuses
on issues related to object detection and efficient navigation
and so forth. CarSpeak [3] is designed as a communication
system to share sensory data between autonomous vehicles
for obstacle detection. Different from autonomous cars stud-
ies, we focus on the design and implementation of fuel-aware
acceleration control system that works on existing regular
vehicles. We expect that EcoDrive can be integrated with
autonomous driving cars, but EcoDrive can also be used in-
dependently. Also, EcoDrive can work on existing vehilces
with little hardware changes.

8. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss some design considerations of

EcoDrive.
Hybrid Vehicle (HV) and Electric Vehicle (EV).

EcoDrive is designed for gasoline-powered vehicles, but the
modeling process and gas pedal emulation can also be ap-
plied to HVs and EVs. Currently, the majority of vehicles
running on street are still gasoline-powered vehicles. It is im-
portant to develop systems like EcoDrive to work on regular
vehicles to improve fuel efficiency and limit carbon pollu-
tion. The core of EcoDrive is that it can work on regular
vehicles with easy and recoverable installation.

Instant Fuel Economy Display. In urban environ-
ments, acceleration is not fuel efficient, but accelerating to
a higher speed in a careful way can improve fuel efficiency.
If the driver refuses to accelerate due to low instant fuel effi-
ciency, the car will drive in low fuel efficient speed and even-



tually increase fuel consumption. Similarly, releasing gas
pedal can increase instant fuel efficiency dramatically, but
frequent acceleration and deceleration will consume more
fuel than cruising under certain speed. Therefore, instant
fuel economy display is misleading and may reduce overall
fuel efficiency.

Impact of Traffic and User Experience. EcoDrive
controls the vehicle in a way that is similar to cruise con-
trol, so the driver should keep a safe distance to front vehi-
cle. Since EcoDrive accelerates the vehicle in various ways
according to different road segment lengths, it is more chal-
lenging for human drivers to keep safe distance than cruise
control in dense traffic scenarios, because drivers need to fre-
quently brake to avoid front-end collision. Therefore, Eco-
Drive is more suitable for drivers to use in low traffic volume
scenarios. However, it is shown from the data we collected
that drivers tend to accelerate much more aggressive than
the optimal acceleration patterns. In other words, EcoDrive
achieves higher fuel efficiency by accelerating slower than
most drivers usually do. Also, EcoDrive uses fixed acceler-
ation pattern for fixed road length and speed limit, drivers
and passengers can easily get used to the driving style of
EcoDrive. Therefore, we expect EcoDrive can be useful
in most urban driving scenarios (except traffic hours) and
drivers can still feel that the vehicles are under control due
to predictable accelerations. We also expect that EcoDrive
can tolerate more complex traffic conditions when integrat-
ing with front object detection and route planning systems
equipped on driverless cars.

Limitations. First, EcoDrive requires the road length as
input in short length road segment (e.g., shorter than 200m).
Road length can be obtained by navigation softwares, but
how to retrieve such information is beyond the scope of this
paper. Second, it relies on drivers to brake or switch to dis-
able EcoDrive mode. The operation complexity is accept-
able for drivers as proven by cruise control. Third, EcoDrive
requires mileage trainings to build an accurate model, i.e.,
1000 miles driving data can build a very accurate model as
shown in evaluation. Some optimization can be made to
reduce training time, e.g., sharing the AFR profile among
same vehicle models. Fourth, we did not evaluate EcoDrive
by end-to-end scenarios in urban environment, e.g., what
are the fuel savings from home to work. There are different
traffic volumes and different traffic light schedules among
different trips. Therefore, it is challenging to compare Eco-
Drive with human drivers in such scenarios. Given the fuel
improvement in arbitrary length road segments, we believe
EcoDrive can improve fuel efficiency in end-to-end scenarios
as well.

Each trip can be divided into three parts: acceleration,
cruising and braking. Acceleration and cruising consume
most of the fuel during a trip. For this work, EcoDrive
focuses on the acceleration part and cruising part. There
is no direct way to fairly compare two brakes that made
by different drivers, or different brakes made by the same
driver. Therefore, we did not include the fuel consumption
of braking in our evaluation.

There are other factors that affect fuel consumption, e.g.,
tire pressure, temperature and wind direction etc. A more
accurate model can be built by using more vehicle param-
eters. However, there is no direct way to access some in-
vehicle parameters like tire pressure. We advocate that
the vehicle manufacturers provide more information through

OBD port that can be used to enable more applications.
Some other real world parameters, e.g., traffic light sched-
ule, stop sign and wind direction etc., can also be used to
improve fuel efficiency. We believe such extra information
can be used to improve EcoDrive in broader aspects, the
detailed integration methods are out of scope of this paper
though.

9. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces EcoDrive, a fuel consumption sens-

ing and control system that assists human driver to drive
fuel efficiently. EcoDrive calculates driving strategy based
on the properties of individual vehicles and road conditions.
To this end, it models vehicle dynamics as functions of in-
stant fuel consumption and calculates acceleration strategies
accordingly. We build a prototype of EcoDrive on a mobile
embedded platform. The prototype is installed on a regular
vehicle and tested for more than 100 miles in both urban and
highway environments. In comparison with human drivers,
EcoDrive improves fuel efficiency by 10%-40% in urban en-
vironments. It has an average of 10% higher fuel efficiency
than vehicle built-in cruise control and more than 30% fuel
efficiency than human drivers on highway.
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